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From the most profitable MMA betting team in the world, thefightpredictor.com 

presents its paid-only UFC betting tips for your enjoyment and profit!  

 

  



Joe Proctor vs Yancy Medeiros (TUF 20 Finale) 
 

This lightweight fight will be the first men’s fight of the night as the undercard and first bout of the main 

card will be all women’s strawweight contests.  Yancy Medeiros is 10-2-1 overall, but the 1 in the right 

column should really also be a win as he TKO’d Yves Edwards, but it was overturned because of a 

marijuana violation.  Friday’s fight will be his fifth time fighting for the UFC and he has gone 1-2-1 for the 

organization so far.  At 27 years old, Medeiros is likely entering the prime years of his career.  His 

opponent, Proctor is 29 so the age factor is basically cancelled out.  Proctor holds an identical 10-2 

overall record, but has had a lot more success in the UFC going 3-1 for the organization. 

Our model favours Proctor in the match-up and it’s crazy to think he’s over 3.00 (+200).  For both guys, 

this fight will be a big step up in competition and honestly both are probably ready to prove themselves.  

A bet on Proctor really is a no brainer in this situation and we hope he pulls through for us on Friday 

night! 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Proctor at 3.11 (+211). 

Matt Mitrione vs Gabriel Gonzaga (UFC on FOX 13) 
 

This heavyweight bout will open the main card and features a couple of top 15’s in one of the UFC’s 

weakest divisions.  Both guys are on the older side with Mitrione being 36 and Gonzaga being 35.  

Besides being cut for one fight, Gonzaga has been fighting for the UFC since 2005.  He has an overall 

record of 16-8 and a UFC record of 11-7.  He has a very good ground game and underrated striking 

which has seemed to improve especially in his recent performances.  Mitrione doesn’t have the same 

experience as Gonzaga with 11 career fights where he has gone 8-3.  Every fight he has had has been 

under the UFC banner so his UFC record is obviously the same.  7 of his 8 wins have come by way of TKO 

or KO as he heavily favours a stand up battle over going to the ground. 

 The line on this fight is pretty much a pick’em with Mitrione as the ever so slight favourite.  We are 

going to go against the public with our bet as our model has Gonzaga winning more than 50% of the 

time.  Firstly, if Gonzaga manages to get a takedown at any point in the fight, Mitrione will most likely 

end up tapping or at a minimum he will lie on his back until the end of the round.  Gonzaga’s jiu-jitsu is 

just that good.  If the fight stays on the feet, we honestly feel like it’s a toss up.  Gonzaga has made some 

improvements in his striking game as of late, but Mitrione’s striking is pretty good (at least for a 

heavyweight).  If we say Gonzaga wins on the ground 90% of the time and the fight is pretty much 50/50 

on the feet, we definitely think that means the value is on Gonzaga so that is where we put our money. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Gonzaga at 2.10 (+110). 



 

Henry Cejudo vs Dustin Kimura (UFC on FOX 13) 
 

This bantamweight bout will be in the middle of the Fight Pass prelims so be sure to get the fights on 

early as the fight pass prelims kick off at 3:30 on Saturday.  Cejudo has an impressive undefeated record 

of 6-0, but will be entering the octagon for the first time on Saturday.  He is 27 years old, but has an 

impressive history, taking an Olympic gold medal in wrestling in 2008.  His opponent, Dustin Kimura is 

just 25 years old and has an 11-2 overall record.  Saturday will be his fifth appearance in the Octagon 

and he has a 2-2 record so far. 

Cejudo is a relatively big favourite in this fight, but it’s very hard to see why people would want to lay big 

money on him.  The biggest threat to Cejudo we see is a bad weight cut.  He attempted to make 

flyweight in his first UFC bout against Scott Jorgensen, but medical issues with the cut forced him to 

withdraw from the fight just hours before it was supposed to go down.  The threat of him having a bad 

cut Saturday is very real.  Secondly, this is his first time stepping into the Octagon.  Sure, he fought at the 

Olympics and there was big pressure on him there, but the Octagon is a different animal.  Assuming the 

ability to work under pressure will translate is a big assumption in our opinion.  Thirdly, he is likely facing 

the best competition he has ever faced and one mistake, even from the top, could see the Gracie-

trained Kimura end the fight.  Based on all this, and the fact that our model backs Kimura, we gotta bet 

Kimura in this match-up. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Kimura at 3.30 (+230). 

 

  



Bets – TUF 20 Finale 

Cruickshank/Herrig Parlay. 3 units at 1.91 (-109) at 5Dimes. 

Proctor over Medeiros. 2 units at 3.11 (+211) at Pinnacle. 

Bets – UFC on FOX 13 

Dos Santos/Miocic and Struve/Overeem Under Parlay. 1 unit at 5Dimes at 2.22 (+122). 

Gonzaga over Mitrione. 2 units at 2.10 (+110) at BetOnline. 

Kimura over Cejudo. 2 units at 3.30 (+230) at 5Dimes. 

Thanks for ordering our UFC on FOX 13:Dos Santos vs Miocic paid betting tips.  Good luck with your bets 

on the 2 events this weekend! 
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